April 21, 2021

TO: All Prospective Bidders

RE: Addendum No. 1 – Fort Bend County RFP 21-078 Construction of Linear Jail Renovation in Fort Bend County

Addendum 1:

Attached is addendum 1. Vendors are to use Addendum 1 document while preparing their solicitation response. Changes include addendum provided by architect.

*******************************************************************
Immediately upon your receipt of this addendum, please fill out the following information and email this page to Jessica Carabajal at jessica.carabajal@fortbendcountytx.gov

Company Name

__________________________________________
Signature of person receiving addendum       Date

If you have any questions, please contact this office.

Sincerely,

Paige McInnis
County Purchasing Agent Assistant
ITEMS FOR ADDENDUM NO. 1

PROJECT NAME: Fort Bend County - Jail maintenance repairs and renovations

OWNER NAME: Fort Bend County – Richmond, TX

PROJECT NUMBER: RFP – 21-078

ARCHITECT NAME: STOA Architects

ADDENDUM DATE: Wednesday, April 21, 2021

NOTICE TO PROPOSERS:
(Applying to all bidders, This Addendum shall be considered part of the contract documents for the above mentioned project.)

This Addendum is issued for the purpose of clarifying the intent of the contract documents for making necessary corrections, deletions, and/or additions to the documents on all items of discrepancy raised up to the time of the issuance of this Addendum.

Each Proposer is hereby notified and authorized to incorporate into his proposal the instructions contained in this Addendum. And, should also make any necessary adjustments in their estimate on account of this Addendum. It will be construed that each Proposer’s proposal is submitted with full knowledge of all modifications and supplemental data specified therein.

TO ALL BIDDERS

REFERENCE IS MADE TO PROJECT MANUAL & DRAWINGS AS NOTED:

QUESTIONS:
ADDENDUM 1, ITEM 1:

1. Missing sheet in drawings A3-02 on the front but no sheet found
   A3-01 G has reference for food pass to see 5/A3-01 which does not exist on that sheet.
   STOA: Please find revised detail on 4G / A3-01; (Clouded – Delta AD1-Addendum #1) for reference to the Millennium food Pass. Enclosed is missing sheet A3-02.

END OF ADDENDUM No. 1